ePNJPOS 4G, eProcessing Network’s Java Point-Of-Sale software for Windows®-based PCs and laptops enables merchants to securely process credit, PIN debit, check, signature capture, Apple Pay and EMV transactions. ePN’s intuitive user-interface allows merchants to process payments faster and easier through their in-store computer, backed by the power and security of the cloud-based gateway.

Benefits for your Business

**ePNJPOS 4G**
Our complete retail application supports cash drawers, scanners, card and check reading terminals and PIN pad/signature capture devices.

**Cost-Effective**
Since ePNJPOS works seamlessly with the merchant’s existing computer and internet connection, and customizable receipts can print to existing printers, there’s no need to purchase additional machines or telephone lines.

**Real-Time Settlement**
Merchants receive real-time responses from cardholder’s issuing banks, and batches are automatically settled every day.

**Efficient**
Detailed and consolidated transaction batch reporting helps merchants manage their business more effectively.

**Versatile**
ePNJPOS integrates easily with ePN’s secure ePNPlugIn for QuickBooks® and ePNInventory.